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HIGH -SPE1’IDMEAS?IREMEVTS ON A .S\pJIZPT-13ACKWING

(SWEEM3ACK ANGIE q = j~o)++

By B. G~thert

Abstract: M the following, high-speed measm’ements
on a swept-back wing are reported. The curves of lift,
marient, and drag have been determined up to Mach numbers
of M = 0.87, and they are compared to a rectangular wing.
Through measurements of’the total-head loss behind the
wing and through schlieren pictures, an insight into the
formation of the compression shock at high Mach numbers
has been obtained.
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A>?D’SUIWARY

Stimulated by the AVA investigation 1 on the various
swe~t-back win~s an investi~ation in the DVL high-speed
wind tunnel (2.7 meters diameter ) has been conducted on
a swept-back wing. This investigation is to be con-
sidered as a link to the,,preceding larger systematic
series of tests on v:irious swept-back wings. Since the
dimensions of the DVL mod~l ,in comparison to those of the
AVA model are coilsiderably larger - for example, the span
ox the DVL swept-back wing is 1.20m whereas the AVA-
Got’tingen model was only 0.08m - these results give
i:+!.formationprimarily at hi@ Reynolds numbers regarding
the delaying of compressibility effects bJT means of
swcepback.

The sweepback an~le of the model wascp= 35° (referred
to the Zfl;.-”line),The aspect ratio was b2@ = 6 and the
taper ratio Z~/ta = 2 (fig. 1). The”profile used was
measured in tb.ef’li~htdirection and corresponds to a
rlorrlalprofile without camber and with a 12-percent-
Viliclnlessratio 2(NACA o 00 12-1.1 ~o). In using this
profile it is realized that it is not the most favorable
high-spc(~d grofile5 but It was purposely selected in
or~.erto make possible -a direct comparison with similar
measurements ir~the DVL high-speed wind tunnel - that is,
a comparison with a wincqwithout sweepback and with a

1 Ludv~ieS,E. Efeilflugel bei hohen Geschwindigkeiten,
Report 127 of the Lilienthal-Gesellschaf’t, p. ~.

2The desi~nation of Profiles as used in the DVL would
be as follows for the example of the NACA 1 30 12-1.1 4.0:

Max Camber f/2’= 1 percent
position of ]~a~.Cam.bcrxf/2 = 30 perceilt of chord

behind leadin~ edge
Thic~;ness Ratio = 12 percent
Vose Radius = 1.1 percent
‘Position of max thickness behind the leading edge

= ~0 p<,rcentxd11 .

, ‘j ..,’ %4
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normal position of’maximum thickness. The Reynolds number
based upon the mean chord of the swept-backwjng W,QS ...
..,v:iried.fromRe =-103-x 106 to 2;6 x“-”lo~”jwhich is higher
than the Reynolds number at which transition from the
laminar to turbulent boundary” layer takes place on a flat
plate (fig. 1).

The longitudinal moments of’ the swept-back wing w~re,

as usual, based upon the Ceometric mean chord tm = QX5W
F

and were referred to a moroent axis which corresponds t:
the Z/!+-line of a rectangular wing. In the case of the
swept-back wing it co~”responds to the neutral-point position
of the so defined zfl~-llnp,oft’herectangular wing with
a rectan.gul.arl~ft distribution along the span. The
location of the moment axis defined i’nthat manner is at
a distance AXE = ~4_jmm= 1.19Zm behind the point of the
s~~le-~t-’oeclcwing.

At various an~les of attack and stream velocities,
tb;ree-cm~”)onentforce ~~~as~e~lents IWereconducted at
various Nacb.numbers as well as were measurements of total-
head loss behind the wi:lg, and opticai observations us$ng
the schlieren method.

1. Lift

The curves of lift coefficient ca as a fkznctionof
anrle of att~.ckare sh.owr.in figure 2 for several Mach
‘numbers. “;~j~ileat the s~~al.1Iiachnum’tier ]!= 0.3.0
and 0.55 the curves arc straiGht up to the highest measured
an.~leof attack a = 80, there occurs in the regions of
higher lift coefficients, at hi@er Nach numbers, a
continuo+~sly inc~casfn~ curvat-me which decreases the slo~
of the lift curve. This curvature be~ins at the ?;~ach
number N = 0.70 and is sli{$ltlypronounced at lift
coefficients of about = 0.6, but is stronger at higher
Mach numbers w’hsre sinu~taneously a decrease is brought
about ii~the lift coefficient at which’bending OCCWS;

,...,.

‘forexample, the bending of the lift curve at the Mach
num’oer ![= 0.87 begins at lift coef’f’icientsas low as
a’ooutCan= 0.3. Tb.ls loss of lift indicated by the bending



of the curves is always continuous - even at the highest
measured Mach.numbers and an@es of’attack it is rela-
tively weak, thus in general it causes no serious danger
to the flight characteristics.

On the plOtS Of Ca = f(a), the lif’tcurve at the
smallest !,~achnumber is shown on all of them for purposes
of com;)arison, thereby showia~ that the slope of the lift
curve at small angles of’attack j.ssteeper. This also is
very well shown in figure 3, where &ca/6a = f(M) has been
plotted. It is seen that the ineasured curves at small
lift coefficients near Ca = O ape even a little bit
steeper tha~~what the theory would require for a sweepback
anule of 350 and an aspect ratio of 6. It must be
emphasized here that the theoretical curves for ccxn-
pressible flow are based ‘.+?onth’~equivalent incompressible
flow. T%US it is assumed that the incompressible flow
about a swept-back v,rih~with finite aspect ratio is
known; this known incompressible flow, however, is at
present not completely adequate, so that in certain
circumstances this explair.s the observed differences.
As is shown later, a difference occurs ketwcen the lift
slope ~C~~a “of the rectan~ular and the swept-back wing
even in incompressible flow, ~which i~.dicatesthe existence
of a deficio-ocy in the theoretical analysis of the flow
about a swent-’backwf.ns.

The continuous increase illthe slope of the lift
cUTve 5c#6a with increasing Nach numbers as shown in
fi;;l:.re2 for lift coefficients near Ca = O occurs up
to Mach nw:ubers of L!= 0.82 for ca = 0.3 and up
tO M = 0.70 for Ca = 0.55. At higher Mach numbers the
curves bend to lower values, as has already been shown by
the curves of ca = f(a). The loss in lift shown by the
different lift curves in the rcGions at higher itiach
nurlbers and lift coefficients is, as usual, traced to the
fact that the velocity of sound is locally exceeded and
compressicp. shock and flow separation r~sults..—

3i;jeissinge-rttDerschiebende Tragfliigelbei gesunder
s tr Omlql “ p,euort s,2 of the Lilienthal-Ge sellschaft.Y.

Multhopp ltAnwendLlnGder ‘Wagflugeltheorie auf
Renort S2 of the Lilienthal -FraGcn der ~lu~mcchanik[f, .

Gesellschaft .
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2. Moment
.....,=..,.,. . ....,,—.

The’instabflit~ of lift il;e:;dyobserved is reflected
in the curves.of the loilgitud,in~l-momentcoefficient
cm = f(ca) ,&ndit.,appears to a’”gr,eaterextent here
(fi.q.~~). Thus; if a certain hiGh-lift coefficient is
ex,ceedep,,.$he,principal.result,is a.sudden break in the
mcnner~tc~ves” in the direction.,of’“tail-heavy.mo:ments,;’,
this critical “li.f’tcoefficient decreases with increas@g
Mach n~Lw’pe~.The brkak in,the moment curve in the tail.
heavy.seilsi evidently is caused by reparation phenomena
at the whg tfps,’which t?orthe sw+pt-ba”ckwinG originates
and is ‘aided by the outward flowing boundary layer.

In ,there~ion of s~tlall”l.ift$ccoefficients it,t~ seen
that Up :bo.a ]$(ich.~~b~r or 14!=’0.”/0“the moment curves
are not cha~~aed,and that apatitfrom a slight displacement
the nomont CUYWS are scarcely chan~c;dev~n.up to . L[= 0.80.
At the hiChest measured Mach numbers M = 0.85 and Q,?37
the momerit curves even at small lift coefficients turn to
a nose-heavy, that 4,s,a stable .df.l-~ction$which is
i.~dicstedby the-loss of lift at thb wing center. These
.obs~rvation.s made at small an~les of at~ack are in
~ccordence with ,the followin~ co.nsidGFatj.o.nsg,iven in
secticn ?V,,according to which at small an@es of attack
co~l~resslon shock and sepawtion ~ho.n.omensare ,first
preci~yitate’d~Lt the”V!inGcentxr. At “higher lift coef. ‘-
f’icie:fl.ts ‘1

da> “O.)!,at which $theinomentmeasurements \
result in a.break in th~ tail-heavy sense,there also occur
additio~laldisturbances evidently brough~abou’t by the
~nci.dencewhich results in boundary-layer accumulation *

at the wing ti,ps,SO that ~lw~--t~m-–g”~”~~~e~~-”’”.-..“.....
pa~ticularly stron~, bri’ri&fng--aboutthe observed changes

——.

in the;moment.q............a.A................i.................................................................................... [
.. .-

The position of the neutral point 6~/6Ga indicated
by ‘the trend oT,the ,~oment curves is shown for various ~
llft .COUffj.,clents”inf’i~ure~o, One clea~~l~~sees that in
spite of the increasin~ velocities tipto Me&fi+,nmpb@rs
of’ ]{= 0;80$ ‘theposition of’the neutral point Is,not
chanced ‘in thq refiions of small lift coefficients near
Cq = O ‘and when the Mach numb~r iS increase~ beyond
M c ~~60...thshiftift- in -the neutral ~oint curves in the
stable ‘d:i.rec’tiOn., At hi&h lift coefficients Ca = O.~
a strong ‘destabilizing shift in t’hepositiofiof the
neutra,l.,point OC’CWS with. increasin~ Mach number, which
is sho~xnby the St&ong break in the mbrnent curves beyond
the critical li’ttcoefficient.
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3. Drag._/------
./””
/’ The ‘curves of drag .coeffici.ent Cw as a function
/

I

of lift coefficient Ca ‘areshown in figure 5 for
several Nach ‘n~flbers. The first significant drag increase
over those values for low velocities corresponds to the
break’in the curve at ca =~, 0.4, and at

= 0.’0.
4

~ Mach number
At the higher Mach numbers M = 0.80 or

“1 ~ = 0.’L4 the @rag increase’ occurs at the lower lift

.>) ‘ coefficients Of’ Ca ~ 0.3 and ca = 0.15,, respectively,

“s:$ while at the hi~hest Mach number M = 0.87 a considerable
dra~;increase is noticed even in s~~lletri.calflow (ca = O).

Rebe also the cause of the increase in drag at high
~~achnumb&rs and lift coefficients is attributed to the
formation c.fcotipressj.onshocks and the resulting separa-} ,
tion of the boundary layer.

.-. . .._

iIn or’derthat the +dvantaSes to be obtained by
,.

swee’~backat high v<]locities can be evaluat~d, they are
comloainedto the’results previously reljorted OT1tb.e‘nigh-
speed measureinen.ts of a rectangular wing of the same
profile NA.cAO 00 12-1.1 30. This wing which is used ,.
for comparison likewise has an aspect ratio b2/F.= 6;
h,ow~ver,its plan form is not tz-apezoidalbut is rectangul&.
and hence has a constant chord,

1. Lift and Moment

In fi~u.’e 6 the lift and mo~lentcurves “of the swept- ,
back and the rectan~ular win@ qre comparod at Mach
nurfi~ers

.,,:fi_.=
0.30, 0.75, and 0.8~. At the smallest Nach

number , – 0.30 the swept-back wing exhibits a smaller
lift-curve slooe than does the rectan@ar ~~ji~~~.“’~h~
direction of’tfiisdeviation is ir.deedin accordance with
theory; howevbr$ the magnitude is not, si::~cethe decrease
in the slope of the lift curve 6..ca/6adue to sweep’oack,
by no means corresponds to-the ratio of cos (~which
is the ,main te~m Governing the decree.se. While the lift
curves for tl~e swent’-bacX wirl~ and also the rectan@ar
wing are straight,’the moment curves of the swept-back



wing j hov& ver; bend sligh~ly even qt small”Mach.numbers
‘“’wh.etie’a.sthose of the rectangular ~~in~ do not, -.-...

., The occurrence .ot strong instability “at‘the Mach
nu@bem o.75 Is retarded from Ca = 0,~ to ha = OC6’]!=’
and ~.~the r~~ment.c~~veg evefifrOm ea.= 0018 to ca ‘0s45
by mearm of sweephack. The advantages o~tai.nedby sweep-
hack are still e“vident at the highest measured Mach
number ‘M ~ 0,87 at which tho beginning of the instability
in the lift afidthe moment curves is displaced ,f’rom
Ca = 0.1 tO Ca = 003. ,..

,. “,The compar:lsot-i“of’~h~ slope of th~ curves ~ca/6U ,
as a measure “of the lift increase and .h~dca as a
measure of the p“ositton of the neutral poimt shows
(fig. 7) for tileregions of”small lift coefficients that .
the rough disturbance ~f the lift slope dtiesnot occur
at all for the swept-back wing up to the limit 1!= 0.89
of thb h~aasuremen.ts,and t~.atthe ,position of the neutral
point is first effected upon exdeedins the Mach number
M = 0~80, In the case of the rectangular v~3.ngthese
instabilities occur at N = 0.80 for the lift slope and
at M = O.~~ for the ~osi.ti~n ot the neutral point .

It is emphasized that the neutral point o.fthe
swept-back v~inG i.sin no way shifted at S]\la~~],tft
coefficie~l.tsup to the b?~lnnin~ of the disturbances at
ttiAe]!aci~jlu!lll~er~~= 0.80, while the rectangular wing
with the .pa~ticul.arprofile employed shows a continuous
sh},ftof the neutral point in an unstable direction as

~ the Uacb,numbers increase; that 1s, a.shift toward the
,,Ieqdin{:~dge of’.~hewji-,~, This phenomenon may be explatmd
by.“tl!.~.f~ctthat the sh.~ftof the neutral point Of a
ye c ~[in,gu”~ar wiqq ,,in ~)-~~ftjrv~ardd.ircj~tionis counteracted
by Q rearward shift o“fthe neutral point which Is
evidently %.wou:ihtabout by the center of pressure of lift
forces ~which is displaced In the direction toward the
wing, ti>s* A .,cartaincutwa~.d displacement of the oenter-
of p~essure,.tifthe lift for”cesIs also established by
the “requ.irezoents{f the prandt1 rule, stnce the equivalent
incompmessibl.e flow has a larger sweepback angle, whj.ch.
.accori~.j.ng“tothe calculations of ilul.tb-o”ppand ‘~~eissinger
re~til’tstfi~fi’o~tw’a~d,~~l~ft‘of ~he””’”~~’ft~t~tri~ ~t~on;-

,. .,.

2, Gac ’ ,. .

The dr”agcoef”ficient of’the ~swept-back w~ig and the
rectan~ular wing is plotted for constant VQ1U6S of lift

,

■ ✌✌✌✌✍✌✌✌ ✌ ✌ ✍✌✍✌ � ✌✌✎✌✌✌✎✎� ✎✎✎✎��
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coefficient Ca = O, 0.2, and 0,4 as a function of the
l!acb..number in figure 8, From this it is ,seen that for
the lift coefficients considered, the increase in drag
of the swep~-back wing is displaced approximately AM = 0.08
to higher Mach.numbers; for examplej at a lift coefficient
c~ y Othe drag increase of the rectangular ~~ingbreaks
at a“l!’lath-o.u.mberof about M = O. 2 and thet of the
swept-back wing breaks at ‘$r~,1,= io. 0, This displacement.
of the c&aS incre~se with reference to+Ifachnumber affor”ds

“ in advantage due to swqepback which amounts to this value
of &fi= ,0.08. ~~ ,.

It is to be noticed further that, especially at the
lift tioefficients ca = Oand 0.2, the dra~ increase upon

l~achnumber’ is evidently lessexceeding the critical .
steep in t}~ecase of “theswept-back wing than in the case
of the rectangular wing. The e.xp].tinationfor this
different behavior ih the :4iope of the drag curve may be
traced to %he fact that in the case’of the swept-back wing
the compr~ssion sh.ock”fir’stoccurs only at the wing
portions near the winflcenter; and frtimthere it gradually
sgreads outwz.tidover the entire SIWLL(see section IV),

If by using sweepback on a model wing a considerable
advantage is to be obtained over that of the wing without
swee@ack, then the ‘question a:riseswhether the masnitude
of the advanta~e corresponds approximately to that
required by theory, or whether for example tllrou~hQis-
twbing i“’fluences of adjacent bodies an essential “
deduction is brought about. To answsr this question
measurements on another ‘pur~osely selected model wing at
sulallVelocities were conducted, from which the essence
of t’hesweepback effect is clearly visible. A rectangular
wing wf.thprofile lTJICAO 00 1~-1,1 4.0 was set obliquely
to the direction of the flow thereby siinulating the action
of win:s w’it’hsweepback. It’was placed in the air jet ‘“
of a wind tunnel.and the pressure distribution at the
center section of t-hewing was measti”ed at various
attitudes by Weans of a number of pressure orifices (’f’i@.9)t
By.means of this experimental apparatus the flow behavior
about an i;.lfinitelyl.on~r6ctan@ai’ wine vJas simulated
to a close ‘ap:woxirlationat tl~.ewing center section which,
was i~lclined at a fixed angle Wi,t]irespect” to the direction
Of the stream. In a frictionless flow with such -an’
arrlan~emcnt, only the velocity cofflponentperpendicular to
the leading ed~e of the wing has an eff~ct on the forces,

parallel td the leading edge of thewhile tb.ficornponen.+..

.,



Wizl& only augments the frict, L.QIIovcy’ tho top SyWfilCQ the~~b~~
re ~l,~lti~i~in secondary forces whicli transport the boundary
layer s.panwise along the win~, At a fixed ansle of attack
measurements were taka.nin a plane perpendicular to the
laading ed~e of the wing; the pressures on the .winG vary

$
as ‘he squaro of the effective ;v~locity, that i.sas
Cos * , wh~re Cp designates the ungle between the
section ~.ndthe dir~ctiori of the undisturbed flow. This
law is confirmed in figure 9 where the measured points
for the ~.nglesof atta~~~of’0°, ~+o, and co are shw~{n,
In this fi~ure the individual circles are the measured
points, whereas tilesolid C,UYV6S ~or swepback a:n~les
other than 0° were obta~.nedby multiplying those values
for q = 0° by the factor Cos%po

AccordinS to thes~~ consi.d.erationsa two-fold effect
of th~ oblique wins is to b:>exp(~cted at hi~h velocities..
First due to the decrease of’the v~locity corresponding
tO the cos2q-law the vfjlocity of sound is first attained
on the profile at higher Xach r.u.mh~rsthan in th~ case
of the wing4 perpendicular to the flow directior~. F)UYther-
more tllcline of the lai’geSt additj.onal velocity parallel
to tk.ol.(.,adi~~~;edGe of tb,ewing is inclined with respect
to the free-flow dj.rectlon and it is Gxpccted, thtirefore,
that the compression shock front is also inclf.rled to the
dfrcctton of Y1OW by the)same an:;le. Sinc~)C!omoression
shocks al’eonly poss~k,“’~lcif th.cv;]ocity comp~n.ext
pcrpandicnlar to the shcck pl~::aeis la~’C~rthan Lhe
velocity ofisound, a compres sion shock on arloblique wing
can first occuw when the velocity component perpei~dicular
to the leading edge of the wing locally exceeds the
VelOCtty of sound; that is, aside from the local additional
velocities the Maclinumber of the stream in the case of
compr~>ssion shock and “Lherewithalso the acconpanyins

.

disturbing phenomona which are ‘madepossi”bltiare increased
in the ra.tio l/c&ql when cb.angia.G to the wfl.ng normal
to the flow direction.

On the basis of th~~seconsiderations it must also be
possible to obtain the same cu.,rv~ssfor the forces, for
example ~ f(M) ~ independtint of the oblique ail~le,
provided ~~e increases the force coefficieilt,sin the ratio
l/cos~q and decrijases the Mach llumb~rby ‘thefactor cos c~,——..— .

4B. G6thert “BerechnunG des Gescl~~findigl:eitsfeldes
von Pfeilflfigeln bei hohen UnterschallSe schwlndiEkeitentf,
Report 127 o.f“theLilitin.thal-Gesellschaf’t,p. 52.

e

((
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In the case of drag, the drag coefficient drops in the
first approximation so that only the decrease in the Mach
number by the factor cos c?’has a.neffect. In so doin~,
it is not considered in this simple manfler that the

effective local Mach number also is decreased by decreasing
the 10CP, I additional velocity (fi~. 9) and therefore the
distortion of the Mach numbsr scale must be ev-en%tro!-lGer
than ttiefactor cos q .

In the first cpproxination for ths swept-back wing,
if one assumes that this law is valid as has previously
been demonstrated for the oblique wins, then, for
exaw-j].e,the dra,gcurves for the rectan~;ulararidfor the
swept-back wing must be brought a~>~moxj.rilate l~T to the same
level.provided the recluced Mach number ?1cos cp instead
of the l~~,.chnl~mber is used for plOttin.:7. AS a result of
not co:nsideri~:.~the addition:tl ~el~cj.~~es i:lthe f’~Jre-
go~.1.q.~;dj.storticn it was found G1l.ati:n,spite of what was
e.xp~lctes,the ir.ci”easein d~’a~of the swept-back wi:cg
occurred at a lower’reduced Hach nuwber than did.ihe
rectan~ular ~i~ing.The curves a,cci>rcli;.~tb thj.sscheme are
shown in figwre 10 and th~y show the opposite posit ion
of the curves for swept-back wd rcctan,qular !,ings. The
ourwes for t?~eswept-back wi:ngdo not lie at larger
reduced l.~achnumbers than do the zwctan.gular wj.rigsbut
instead they lie at a s?.{:nificantly low~r red,l.ced Yach
number . The advantages to be obtal-nedtb.ro@~. sweepback,
therefore, are less than w’nat theoretical consideration
would require for an oblique win~.

Since the changes are adverse with regard to the
behavior of the flow about an oblique wir.g, it is to be
expected that at the win~ center the sweepback fifft’~ctdoes
not completely occur, and thus brings about for the most
~art tne observed decrease in tb.eeffect of s~~j~ep’~ack.
Furthermor e, as a result of the tl~ree-dime~~sf~on.alflow
about tlie win~ tips, it hap~oens that vftb:ou’csij~eepbackthe
win~ tips show a rlorefsvorable bc~havior than other wines,
thus pr~~ven.tingth(;full a~dvan.ta~es of swee.pback to be
obt~ined. 1%.rou~hadditional r,easurem.entsand schlieren
observations the flow behavior at tliecenter of a swept-
back wing was quite closely investigated.
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SPECIAL I:TV13SmIc’-ATIONS FOR CLARIFYING THE
PREMATURE.DRAG RISG ON THE S’JEPT-IWCK_dIl~G

l~~ingswith End plates Tested at Smill Ve~OCitieS

An investigation at small velocities si~allfirst be
reported which furnishes an insight into the be’havior of
the incompressible flow about the center part of a swept-
back wing. Since for reasons of syimmetry the SWile
streamlines at the center of a swept-back winq must”exist
as in the case of plane f’low,whereas at larger distances
from the wing center a more or leas stronsly carioeredflow
surface can exist, then the flow .protLucedby the syrnmetry
of the swept-back wir-Igscan efisilybe simulated. The
win~ already referred to in figure 9 was fitted with a
flat plate (fig. 11). Ey means of :;ressure-distribution
measu.rene~,tsat various c?istav.ces frc>mthis plate, the flow
produced by this plate c~.nbe determined. In a p~eli,minary
experiment a nor~lalwi;l~was first tested, t?lat“is,a wing
WIth a sweepback an~le of 0°, ~n~ it was demonstrated
that the plate at this attitude,exerted no noticeable
influence on the ,presswe distribution. For the wj.ng
i.nclf-nedat the an~le c?= 45° there resulted, however, a
ccr’siderable disturbance as is s’hewnin deta:.1 in
ff~mre 11 for the an les of,attack

“i
= 00. and .40. In

th~ immediate vj.cin~ y of’tne -plate ~he under pressure
was increased so mueb, that it exceeded the ma.xi.mumvalue
obtained by t“.e wins normal to the j.’lowclirection.
Accordillg to the .mtiasuromentsthis additional under
pressure diminishes quite rapidly as the distance from
the end plate is increased; in compr’essi.bloflow this
decaying with increasing Vach nuinber is slow:r, so
that the disturbances produced by the wing symmetry occur
over the larger part of the wing span. It is therefore
established that, especially at hi~h Vti,locitics,a
considerable hindrance of the sweepback eflect occurs at
the center of the wing, which provides the cause for the
decreased effectiveness of swoepback which was obser”ved
in the high-speed measurtiments.

It is emphasized that these measurements in
incompressible flow hold good for a forward swept wing.
The, corresponding measurements for .9swept-back win$ would
be obtained If the respective position of the end plate was
chanced. In spite of this it can already be concluded
from these measurements that also for the swept-back wing
a considerable disturbance of a ~low at the wing center
is produced.

l-- —
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2. Measurements of Total-Ifead Loss on the Swept-Back
‘Wing at High Velocities (a = Oo)

In order to point out the sweepback effect is
hindered at the center of a swept-back wing (fig. 1),
the total-head loss was measured behind the swept--back
wing at high velocities and at various sections along
the span. These measurements were taken at a distance
x = 5.31i behind the reference axis of moments for the
swspt-back wing (Zi ~ wing chord at the v:ing center) .
The results of’these measurements are shown in fi~-xre12
in which at the Mach number M = 0.65 the velocity of
sound is not yet exceeded for the zero angjleof attack.
It is seen that in spite of the unfavorable behavior of
velocity at the wing ce~~terit is precisely this location
at which the smallest integrat.sd total-pressure losses
occur, and consequently also the smallest local drag
coefficients . The explanation for this is that as a!
result of the transverse pressure drop in the flow direction
the boundary layer is induced outward fro~mthe center
section and separates at the si~es; it therefore sti.m-ulat%
or to a certain de~ree,

]
results in a corresponding

decrease in drag at the center section. Th6se measurements,
;,,; clearly show an advanta[je of the swept-back wing in
~, comparison to the swept forward wing, since the separation,.I which in ~eneral is dan,~erous at tti.ewin~-f’l~sela~e
\ juncture is retarded by the lateral inducinG of the

The loss in total pressure at hi@ Machbomadar~ layer. .
nurn?~ersis shown in fi~wre 14 fcr the wing center section
and in fiCure 13 for a sectior~at a lateral distance
of 0.9Ti. It is seen that for the section 0.97/i
away from, the center the first weag compression shock is
visible at the Mach num-oer ]:!= 0.85, which is indicated
by the stronG lateral extention of the 10SSGS into the
free flow. BJT increasing the Yach number to I’!= O.~0 this
lateral extension into the free flow is much stron~er as
a result of the increased compression shock; however, a
pronounced separation is still not noticeable in these
Curves , In o])posftiojlto th;Lsj the cv.rves co~’responding
to the YinS center show that at a T!achnum?~er of about
0.85 the compression shock already causes the ilow to
strongly separate. In this case th&se curves no longer
show the sharp division between the friction losses
(center poiilt of the curves) and the loss which results
from the compression shock’ (lateral extension of the
curves), but instead, both re~ions are merged together.



Also the f’ri.ctj.on drag as a result. of the Pre~ilature
separation.of flow evidently is aomowhat lowored. The
meti~ul~c~~c.~ltsof total-lle~d 10~s~s therefore oonfirr~ the
concept that,because of the flow symmetry, separation
resuits whlch gradually spreads over the whole w:in:.

3. Schlieren Observqtions5

If corresponding to the f’c,regoingdevelo~ement the
compression shock forms first at the wins center in the
case of t’heswept-back wing, whereas at tiSufficj.en,t
dists.ncefrom the v~in~center a shock-fr~e transition
from supersoilic flow to subsonic flow r~.~sults,th~n the
schl.iere~-.method can br~suitably ustidin order to make
the shocl:formation visibl.o. The flow field about a
swept-b”ackwirl~ is jnd~.:;dan unl’avorable condition for
schlier~sn obs~rvations , sincc i:ngenbral c]nlyl~lal~tiand
not tkr~e-diinensi~ne.l flow ,processcs cw;~be made visible
with th~jschlicren met}qod. This can be very well illus-
trated by th.~scklieren Pict~~~*esof fi~ure 15 v/ilichare
for a !’:Iachnui;lbcrat whj.ch compress Ion shocks are visiblc;
h owcver, the main. question of the posi,t~on of the shock
a-lorlSthfiwing spaincav~lottic~inswc;redoBy rll~ansof an
=rtifice, ho=vcv~r, It is pcssl.ble to obtain a Sood insi~ht
into tlx position of the compression shock as well as
into th:>formation of bhe su.;>~rsonicfield of’tl~~.flow
all0“1.ltthw Vfi. .rl,{: , A~ is shown in fi,qure IL, [~~ooveswere
made at various sections alon,gthe span.of th:.‘wing,
thereby m[+kins the .,supersonic vc.loci~ies visi’olsby means
0.fthe ?,’?achwaves Whic~-Qre e~~lfi~-at,;~. One s~~s q~ite
clcfirlythst for s$,ction T, whit’h.Is closest to the win~
center (centti~distar}ce = 0.562i), the Mach waves are
evident which indicates a supersonic field in the
vicinity of t.llisstictio.nat t’nen:~ac,~lnu~&>er jv~= 0.85.
At:the next outward lyi.n~section 11 (mean distance =1,05ti)
Mach waves are only very weak and at the outcrm.ost
stictionIII (center distance = 1.79Zi) no Mach waves at
all are visible. From this picture of the l~~achwaves it
is therefore demonstrated that at ls.r[jed$stances for the
center s~~ctionthe sonic velocity is not excetided locally
at a free-~tr~am ~.~ac~num-b~r ]!!= 0.85, ‘whereas the center
section at the same Mach number a pronounced supersonic
~i~ld is obsetived. .—

5Tho schlieren photo~~aphs were taken by 1?.Mirus in
th~ DVL high-speed wind tunne1.

.

1
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This phenomena of the “supersonic field at .tlnewing
center is even more evident at a Mach number X = o*675
(fi~. 17) where it is shown to be strengthened. ‘Wile
at the N:.cb.number y = O.875 0121Yvery weak l!acchwaves
are vis~~le at the ~~term~st scctj.on (center diStance
1.~9Ti) , at the niSher Mech number of N = 0,89 the
Mach waves at this section are cletirlyvi-sibl.e(fig, 18),
This shows, however’, that the !!ah waves at the outer
sections do not terminate in Compression. shocks like tune
superso.nicfield usuall~’ doec, ~;vidently this corresponds
to the theoretical con,siderat-j.cns of shock-free trfin.sition
from supersonic flow to subsonic flow, as is shown by
these schlieren pictures for sufficient distances from the
center portions of the wii~~;.

The schli.eren pictures of t?lecuter sec tj.ons shcw
that~ in coiltrast to the inner sect-ionsyes;peciall> St
those distances less than 0.56ti from the center, tine
flow does not result in a strop: cmr.pression shock in t-he
supersonic field..

From the schlieren pictures it i.stherefore confirmed
that for the investigated swept-back win~ the stron~
compression shcicks occur at the win~; center j while at the
wing sections further out the supersonic flow is evidently
trtinsformed.into subsonic flow witheut the occurrence of
shock .

.!4.l?avorable Fuselage or I?e.celleShapes

r The disturbances at the center of the swept-back
win~s developed as a consequence of the flow syrmetry are
cormec~ed with a correspondin~ three-dimensional flow.
I;owever=, if a swept-back wing with a fuselage located at
the center is used instead of the swept-back wing alone,

i it appears possible by means of’properly shapin<~the
I fuselase to avoid the disturbances at the wine center and

therefore produce a favorahlo behavior . On the basis of!( these consid.era.ti.ons it can be concluded that if a plate
which conformed to the streamlines of the distcmted flow
was placeclon the witi,g ( that is, the plate is i-ma~i.ned
to be a solidified stream surface ), then the plate would
exert no effect. Now if one shapes the side clfthe
flusclace f.na correspondirigreamer, then the dist~wba.nce

I bro~,~ht about by the symne try of the swept-back wing is
decreased and only the effect of “th~increased local
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addi’t.ionalvelocity resulting from the f’uselaceflow ‘would
exist . With” a fuselage_f,o~?yedaccor.dine to tlieseview-
points”’it””i’seonc-eivable“that a swept-hack wing with.
fusela~e would behave considerably better than an j.soldted
swept-back wing. That the advanta~;es can be obtained in
this i-fianneris shown by the considerations of’figure 10
with recard to the disturbances broueht about by wing
s~ymmetry. .

It is emphasized, hm$ever, that fusela,gesformed
accorclill~to the above thcughts would be ~;oodonly for a
fixed flight condition while f’orother I’li$.ltconditions
the best behavior would require ot’herfnselace forms and
the fi:~’stwould no lonGer @.ve. the o:ptirfmrnbehavior .

1. Ei qh-speed measurements u;?to a Hach number
of ]ii= 0.b7 have bec.nreported for a swept-back wing
with a 350 sweepback anflle~/’~2 p n 6, Lf/”za = 2,
profile NACA o 00 12-1;1 3 ).

2. lJpto a Vach number of N = 0.80 no disturbance
in,lift and moment cu~~vcsis noticed for a smalj,lift
coefficient while at hi@er lift coefficients (c~:~,o.~)
the slope of the lift curve Ca = f(a) decreases, bl~t
above all, the moment curve strongly brcaks towarcls-the
tail-heavy direction.

3. At Mach nl~ibers above M = OSSO an~ Up to }!= 0.87
another disturbance is formed primarily in the ntomenl?
curve, .whj.ch in the..re.~ion ot sulailji.ft cosffici~nts ‘Qpings
abtiuta displacement of’the neutral point in a stabilizing
direction, whereas at hi{;her lift coef.fici~nts the ‘oreak
alread~robsel~ved at sma~ler Yach n.u~$~ersin the stable
direction still yenains.



!.;.By 35° of sweepback on a wing a consj.dera’~le
delavinq of Lhe compressibility burble to hixhe~?Xach
nlyl~jb~r~-can be obtained (amou.n~ in~q to about ~P?= Os08).
This advantage, ho~r;ever,is so~:pwhatless than that whiti
would ‘OCexnected from theoretical. co~~siderations.

~. By means of additional measure:mcnts and schlieren
observat~on.s,it could be shown that the compressibility
burble oc,.cunredfirst at the wing cen”ter, in v’l”lichthe
sweepbsck effcct is dinlin.ished because of’the symm try.
B:;for!~ing the sidewalls of Lhe f’usclage iilthe proper
manner It can_be cx.petted that.the burble ab the wins
center caii‘bcextensively avoided,,so that swept-back winGs
with suitably s’hapeidf’u,selagescan behave veyy much.better
thtinthe swept-back wins witl’lou.tthe fusel~{y.

Puessure-distribut ion neasurcmcnts at 1.OWv’~locities
have shov]l~that an i.ncrcase of the poi.utof’u.r~derpressure
near Yhe pro.fi.lenose at the center o.fthe swe~]t-back wing
occurs onl.~rfor a forward swept mode1. In the case of a
rear-;]ardswept wins this under-pressure point is not
forved CIOSS to the center wall (see l’j.~.3) .
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it which correspends to the..re.arwar.d.svv.e,ptwing,wsr.e
provided for h the progra-m;however, on account of the
necessary apparatus which has to be constructed, they can
not as yet be conducted.
Added in the proof:

The differences in pressure distribution of a forward
and Q rearward swept wing as shown by Rudeil are evidently
explained by the theoretical investi~atj.orts(for exa.]~ple
those of WeissinGer ) of’a rearward swegt wins and a
f’orward swept wing - the for!:lerpossessing a drcp and the
latter a humD In.the lif’tdistribution at the wins ceilter,
In the case of win~;s at small anules of attack, however,
it is not the lift but tl~efiilitewing tbic’~~,essl;,r~li&

determines the .addj.tlona].velocity. In this regard, the
avaj.lsble calculations Of the additional vc~locitydue to
finite wing thic~fnesseasily illustrate that in the first
a~prox~?l~tiop.:t j.simmaterial whetl-lerthe wine 1s swept
forward or rearward, Tn the c~s~ cf potentl:ilflow the
direction of flow can be reversed without changing the
pressures. By reversing the flow diiqtictij.on :he sweepback
chan~es from forward to rearward and vice versa.

Wans lation by Dean R. Chapman.
Natiov.al AdviscjryCcmrnittee
for Aeronaut ics.
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Dimensions of the wing and Reynolds number for
high speed measurements on the sweptback wing.
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Figure 2. Lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack
on a sweptback wing for different Mach numbers.
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Figure 4. Moment coefficient cm as a function of the lift
coefficient Ca in a swept back wing at different
Mach numbers.
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Figure 5. Drag coefficient Cw as a function of the lift coefficient
Ca in a sweptback wing at different Mach numbers.
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Figure 6. Lift and moment coefficients of a rectangular wing
and a sweptback wing at different Mach numbers.
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&eptback wing~ Rectangular wing:”—.
Sweepback angle q=35° w=o”
Aspect ratio b2/F=6 b2/F = 6

Taper Ii/la= 2 li/~a = 1

Profile NACA O 00 12-1.1 30 Profile NACA O 00 12F1.1 30

Figure 7. Increased lift slope&ca/#dand position of the neutral
point&cn/&ca of a rectangular wing and of a sweptback
wing for the regions of small lift coefficients.
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Figure 8. Drag coefficient of a rectangular wing and of a sweptbac
wing as a function of the Mach number.
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Figure 12. Curves of total head loss of a sweptback wing in
different distances from the wing center at the
Mach number M=0,65 (4=0 ).
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Figure

Figure

13. Total head loss behind a sweptback wing (distance
of the plane of measurement from wing center
o,9.@L=o’?)o

t axis

14. Total head loss’behind a sweptback wing ( position
of measuring rake in wing centerJ (cZ=O”)..
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Figure 15. Schlieren photographs cn the sweptback
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Figure 18. Schlieren photographs on the sweptbacknwing with disturbance
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